
Revolutionizing the way people  
and companies take responsibility  
for the climate 
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We need to do two things to save  
the climate in the next 9 years:

reduce emissions
remove excess  
CO₂ from the 
atmosphere
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81% of consumers want 
corporations to take 

climate action

Nielsen, 2020

70% of consumers globally 
look to lower their carbon 

footprint

Corporations that plan with 
climate change in mind 

secure an 18% higher ROI

Challenge Advisory, 2020
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The Voluntary Carbon Market is 
expected to grow from USD 0,387B 

to USD 7,3B by 2026

Global Market Insight
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But growth without real impact  
is worthless.
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For offsetting to make a difference,  
it must be done well.

Offsetting must support emission reductions as the primary way of 
mitigating the climate crisis. This requires new business models. 

The market needs to be built on trust and transparency. Buyers have to 
understand what they are buying.  

Offset claims should be backed up by real climate impact. 
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Compensation done well



To ensure both climate 
integrity and actual impact, 
Compensate has a unique 
approach:

Compensate - Confidential 8

Scientific Advisory Panel

highly selective carbon 
capture portfolio

high overcompensation 

nonprofit with full 
transparency
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Scientific  
Advisory Panel
Compensate works closely with academia of 
the field to make sure we’re working with 
overall high quality carbon capture.  

The Scientific Advisory Panel assists 
Compensate in identifying the most cost 
effective, reliable and sustainable means of 
carbon capture. The panel monitors research 
and practical applications in the field, advises 
on project evaluations, and assists Compensate 
in project mapping and carbon capture issues.  

The panel consists of 12 world-renowned 
experts of climate and atmospheric sciences. It 
convenes regularly with Compensate, and has 
an advisory role. 

Markku Kulmala 

Chairman of the Scientific Advisory Panel 
Academician, Professor 

Institute for Atmospheric and Earth 
System Research (INAR) 

Faculty of Science 
University of Helsinki 



We want to make sure that all projects from which 
Compensate buys carbon credits have a positive 
impact on the climate, but also on biodiversity, 
human rights, and for local communities.  

Compensate’s own criteria helps us identify these 
projects, because it goes beyond international 
standards. By creating it, we challenge the 
offsetting field and its current standards. We’re not 
done nor anywhere near finished, and will 
continue to develop the criteria in the future. 

The criteria was created in collaboration with 
Compensate’s Scientific Advisory Panel in the 
spring of 2020. 

1000s of projects, 
various certificates

Compensate project criteria and evaluation100s of projects

10s of projects Compensate Scientific Panel

Independent evaluation and criteria 

Compensate project portfolio
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Benefits of  
A portfolio 

approach
Mixing a wide range of 

projects with different prices 

Mixing a wide range of 

methods  

Not tied to a single project 

developer 

Risk management

Share of each project is based 

on its integrity score: providing 

the best impact-cost ratio 

1 to 2 projects added monthly 

Best of available systems 

combined into one offering 

Enables the use of innovative 

carbon capture methods 

Diverse Dynamic



Contribution to UN 
SDGs
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Most of the carbon capture projects in Compensate’s portfolio support a 
vast majority of the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals. Thus, every 
company compensation supports all 17 SDG goals.



Overcompensation is absolutely necessary to save the climate, for three reasons: 
 First, 1:1 compensation only achieves carbon neutrality at best, it does not remove CO2 from the atmosphere. Second, we have a 

historical responsibility to remove CO2, because the ”safe level” of 350 ppm was surpassed in 1987. Lastly, overcompensation 
mitigates the climate integrity risks involved in all carbon capture projects and the uncertainties in carbon footprint calculations.

Why we overcompensate

Carbon negative > carbon neutral Risk managementMitigating carbon debt
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Compensate’s price per tCO2e  
has built-in overcompensation.  

Each project has its own 
overcompensation factor, reflecting the 
risks associated with the project. 

This price enables us to buy enough 
carbon credits according to this factor.

Current price: 28€ / tCO2e

How we overcompensate



fully owned by

Innovative and transparent business model
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Compensate  
Foundation

Compensate  
Operations Ltd.

compensation  
payments

licensing  
fees

carbon  
capture

Compensate is structured for radical transparency. Compensation payments 
go directly to carbon capture, while partners pay a licensing fee to 
Compensate Operations Ltd.

carbon  
capture
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Compensation made easy



Emissions database, 
calculations, 

analytics & reporting

Technical 
solutions for 

implementation

Impact delivery, 
risk management, 

results

– on the platforms and 
touchpoints we 
already use

Compensate 
connects sustainable  
carbon capture and 
buyers  
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API digital 
integrations

Self-service 
calculators

Emissions calculator, 
offsetting service, impact 
tracking in one business 
subscription. 

Scope includes operational 
emissions, but also e.g. flights 
and other transportation

Integration to carbon footprint 
calculators and compensation 
platform, with automated 
reporting.  

Can be integrated to booking 
platforms, web stores or e.g. 
company intranet. 

Specific APIs for flights and 
car rental / fleet management 

Tools for individuals and businesses
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Consumer 
app

Enterprise 
solutions

Tailored solutions: emission 
calculations, calculation 
verifications, compensation. 

Carbon footprint calculator, 
sustainable lifestyle app, 
Compensate media. 

Includes flight compensation.

Tools for individuals and businesses
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How to take  
climate action 

As a business travel vendor: 

• Offset your operational emissions  

• Offer your clients to offset the 
services they purchase by 
integrating the Compensate API 

As a business travel buyer: 

• Offset your operational emissions 

• Offset your flights by integrating the 
Compensate API 

As an individual: 

• Download the free Compensate 
application, available for iOS and 
Android. 
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https://apps.apple.com/fi/app/compensate-climate-action/id1517361384?l=fi&fbclid=IwAR0KozS3e07a8GYv8QNALM2VjzAcFUS7FNtN3maEwQjxvZYTXjbcFIOxlzA
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.compensate.mobileapp&fbclid=IwAR2GJuIDdh0VqDuNovPG47rJW5wF7ZJRJ4IDTuChwahOTF4i5rdbTSOCS90
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”Compensate’s rigorous and 
transparent approach aligns with 

our founding principle to know the 
causes of things, for the 

betterment of society.”

Trusted by
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2 212 304 €  
to carbon capture

6 122 840 
grown trees sequestering  

CO2 for a year

153 071 t  
CO2e true climate impact
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Our impact so far



Section Heading 
Whenever we create CO2 emissions, we should commit to  
removing at least an equal amount from the atmosphere.  

This requires a system – and that is why Compensate exists.
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compensate.com

@compensatefoundation

Compensate

@WeCompensate

Compensate

Compensate

Thank you

Matti Fouchault-Airasmaa 

CCO 
matti@compensate.com 
+358 452 775 337
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